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Relliffnini Innovations for News Exchanges °

Mons PacificIWarta-journalists
---Via-USFTEACESAT Experiment

On any Wednesday (or TuesdAy, depending on which side of

the International Dateline.one is on), journalists from 15

Pacific localities stretching over 64 million square miles

.of ocean from.Rarotonga to Papua New Guinea have the oppor-

tunity to exchange news-items from theierespective island

regions via satellite.

Such a live, interactive forum would seem to be a near-

ideal solution to 'bridge the communication gulf that isolation,

vast distances.and infrequent transportation have formed among

island groups.

Surely a journalist-controlled co-operative satellite

interchange should greatly reduce the type of lament.. expressed'

by an American Samoan that in order for him to learn about a

hurricane in "neighboring" Fiji, the news would have to travel

from Fiji to Australia, to Hong Kong, to London, to New York,

to San Francisco, to Honolulu and finally to American Samoa

via UPI wire service.
1

But the ideals of a free flow and exchange of news have

peen tempered by the realities of varying political-cultural

systems paiticipating in the project and the hard-nosed

journalistic guidelines of usability and interest.

Instead of the Fijian journalist speaking directly to,

and answering questions from the American Samoan journalist,

all too often a satellite terminal manager reads newhpaper

3
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iteMs to other., uninterested terminal managers, or plays a

tape recording of items left by.a journalist, providing no

oppottunity for feedback from other participants.
1

While the satellite hardware provides i viable medium

for Pacific journalists to expand their news coverage oP°

other,islands, the software and low level of participation

by the journalists themselves leaves the ideal unfulfilled.

A Call.for Strategies

,To review the progress and problems of this regional

6
news exckiange experiMent, Dr. John Bystrom, director of the

Pan Pacific Education and Communication Experiments'by Satel-
.

-
lite (PEACESAT)project, through which the exchanges are con-

ducted, formed a working group of representative scholars

.from the University of Hawaii departments of journalism and

communication, the East-West Center Commuriicatiob Idstitute

and the Hawaii PEACESAT terminal' management.
c

The group's goals were to develop strptegies,for the .

study of the regional news exChange experiment and for

innovations designed to increase participation in it.

This paper will attempt to provide a background for the

PEACESAT regional news exchange experiment and diseuss the

innovative strategies planned to involve Pacific island

journalists in higher-level exchanges that could have a

potential spill-over effect to expand the participation in

the regular weekly news item exchanges.

-2- 4.
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The PEACESAT'project was founded in 1969 by Bystrom

through the obtaining from NASA of the deactivated but still

functional ATS1 weather satellite. The satellite sits in

a stationary orbit south of Hawaii, above the Easter Islands

and has, a coverage area which includes the entire Pacific

Basin from the mid-Australian continent to the U.S. mainland.

Bystrom's goal was to demonstrate the feasibility of

low-cost ground terminals linked to a satellite dedicated to

co-operativo community and social development as an alterna-

tive to the usual pattern of social uses having to adapt to

the higher cost networks (such as INTELSAT) developed primarily

for industrial and military requirements and controlled by

-3-
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high' technology nations.4

Communiciktion on PEACESAT is mostly.two-way. voice, with

*capabilities for teletype, facsimile, medical sensory devices

.and slow-scAn television.

I.

Early uses of PEACESAT.includedbCo-operative education.

programs and public health information exchanges.

In 1972 the Communication Instftute of the East West

Center in Hawaii became involved with PEACESAT through a

forum on journalism education which discovered that two main

moielb operate in the Pacifid; the British apprenticeship

"sinK or swim" sisttiv and the American academic study/practi.-:

cal course 'approach.3

,It° second journalisticouse of PEACESAT came the fo1lc4ing
8

yeat with the Press.Conference of the i'acific, again organ.ized
9

to a great deivee by the East West Center's Communication

Institute. Two such conferences were held in 1973, one on

tourism in the Pacific originating from Hawaii and the other

1

1

1

;

on Pacific tradb originating from Wellington, New Zealand.4

Although the predictable problems of coordinating timing

across five time zones and the International.Dateline, and

some technical interferpnce surfaced, the conferences were

considered a success.5

The news conference method of exchange, however, has

not since been repeated.

In 1974 the South Pacific Commission, a cons.)rtium a

Pacific Island nations, began a regional .News exchange among

its members with PEACESAT terminals as an experiment sponsored

-4-
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its Radio Bureau.

.
Bureau Director Ian Johnstone, 'in a memo from the Ctiml-

.

missiOn.'s Fiji headquarters to participating members stated:
&

The paucity of regional'ilews is one of the major
programme deficiencies identified by many of those
concerned with educational and general broadcasting
in the CoMmission's area. While efforts are Moving
.ahead to improve the quality of communication channels
in the region, it will be some time befor&Pacific
communities have the ready access to news and informa-
tion about developments in their neighboring countries
which is essential to.minority and'mass education.

.
Johnstone's rationale has continued to be the major

underpinning for the °news exchange program.
S.

Johnstone envisioned th9 original exchange as a three

month experiment. During that time a few exchanges were

scheduled as well as some news bulletins from a South Pacific

Forum meeting. Problems were noted such as poor vriting
4

styles, the difficulty of tranicribing the news items,

the unfamiliarity with name spellings and pronounciations

from different island languages and sundry technical problems.

After the initral experimental period a common format was

adopted to attempt to atleviate some of these receiving'

problems.
7

The format sounds very much like the Voice ofAmerica's

"News in Special English" model:

Each terminal reader begins with a "headline summary"

Of all items. The items are then given in order - each with

its own "title" to identify it within the headline order.

At the end of each item correct spellings are given for

proper names.

-5--
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.
,Some island media transcribe the items for publishing

in a newspaper, IMMO rewrite them for broadcast eithez in
'-

English or in a vernacular, and sot.; have rebroadcas t>
II 9

exchange in part or totally on regular broadcast frequencies.

The experiment was extended and.participatior grew among
0

the original islands With PEACESAT terininals aad expinded with

the addftion of new terminals on other islands.
I

The basic format remained unchanged and items exchanged

with the'greatest frequftcy included news about domestic

politics and government; foreign and international relations;

.and economic, businesk and labor conditions.
8

. Although the number of participants increased throughout

the exchaage experiment,'the number of actual journalists,

participating has decreased.

Tempering Influences

Criticism of the news exchange experiment has centered

mainly ono the usefullnes of items exchanged
9 and the frequency

of bulletins lasting tob long to allow for question-and-andwer,
e .... A

periods or futher interchange.
10

As participation by journalists in the exchanges has de-
0

creased, exchanges have been conducted by terminal managers .

who read items from the, weekly newspaper but have nolbasis

to comment on them. In some cases the news items are,taped

in advance by a journalist and dropped off at the terminal

station for replay during the exchange, thus preventing'any
0,1

possible direct feedback.
11

Participating in the news exchange experiment has been
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affected by.political conCerns 'as well. Fiji, akey member e

of the South Pacific Commissidh, at first was a leader in the

exchange experiment, but then drogped out when there was a

question whether the PEACESAT experiment might be itiunfair

competition with commercial carriers and servicet. Fiji re-

joined.the ekchange only to dro0 out again recently when a

dispute emerged between the Fiji Post and Telegraph Agency and

the University of the SOuth PaiAfic on'licensing and restrictions

Of PEACESAT usage.124

Indeed theuses of PEACESAT'or at least the language
I

'of its use, must be carefully controlled. The terminal
4

licenseq ire for "experimental" services. In ;ouch of the

PEACEgAT literature tt word "experiment" rather than "servipe".

is ufsed, as is "exchange" rather than "netWork."

Programs such as the regional news exchange.mulst be pre-

sented as organic use's, emanatfng from the titers themselves,

and not a news service0Aginating\from and controlled by a

major mation°(such as the U.S. or New Zealand) and networking

smaller nations.

Worry,over 'such dominance over and supplanting of extant

telecommunication channels prompted the designation of the

1973 Pacific Press Conferences as "editors' seminars."13

The curre'nt working group also faces similar semantic

delicacies in order to, among other things, include Fiji as

a participant in higher-level journalistic exchanges without

drawing their connection Ito the basic level reglonal news
0

exchange %.1xperiment, in'which it cannot participate.

-7-
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The Honolulu-based grodp muat also avoid the appearahce

of dominance over' therer, unevenly developed islands.

There is_often an automatiC resiatance to programs or pro-
..

jects Among Pacific islanders when they perceive ,pny part

of the program as an imposition 'of "Fiist World:Ways" on

dveloping nations..

But thc avoidance of dominance,* and the development of

an organic,."Pacific.Way".is consistent with the purpose of

PEACESA since its inception: to develop a workable user-
,

S.

based inter-communication system through total participation
4.4

inrplanning, development and implementation of programming..

The most successful programs are those which yield the

widest participation appealls It is logical th#,t srograms

which include widespread participation in development.will
4

yield widespread participation in usage.

The Current stall

In December 1978 the working group first met to review

the current status of the regional news exchange experiment.

By.J.rom pointed out threelklain areas of study potential:

r-the operation of the regional news exchange experiment;
--studies of news flow and the impact* of the experiment;
--innovations - new experiments to expand participation
by journalists.

Ir reviewing the operation and status of the news -

exchange, it is helpful to re'view the,goals ol the original,

experimentation period as set forth by Johnstone:
14

--identify present and probably future patterns
of need for news and information exchange in
the reuion;

4.
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There his been no data colleCted.on' whether island-
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The history of the ,news exchange experimen indicatp.s. "
. . ,

,,

a desire, if. not & need, for news and information.pchango. 1

..

The Pacific Islands News Association, formed in 1974'.

by,newspaper editors and broadcast news directoxs in the
,

.Pacific, listeNd "a need fot a",revetlar iystem of slIpplying
0 .

. .

news.of what Was happenin4:41.sewhe're in the Pacia6" as,a :

priority project
..15

1.

parti.ipants are using the news exchange experiment as a

training grcre (goal #3) for technical.aspects of communi-
.1.

cation. There is no indicatton that the experiment has'been ",1

used for journalism training, althOugh the potential is

certainly there. *
. ,

r. . ,.

1It is Johnstone's 'second go, al whicA stould serve as.a

major measuring'stick in evaluating the imppct of the news

exchange and in designing new applications or formats to

the basic experiment.

Docuriented usage of,news exchange items has been sporadic.

According to one study, 16 the Cook Islands have made the most

use of the exchanges: The Cook Island News publishes a re-
,

gular column of news exchange items and the' cook Islands

Educational Departmnt reprodUces the items on mimeograph

as a.part of a current events curricufum.
0

4.
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Some island radio stations,rebroadcast a tape of selectect

9
4 I "

" exglange :items whilegother rewiite thgm, some0.mes translating -
, . 0 . ,

,

. them into a vernacular.,, ,

t.

Such impact ta's been glow anddiAticult to measure!

,

Predicating against any large impact is the interest,factor,

in large part shaped by the traditional patterni of news

.

4

:- flow from.the major nations such as Few Zealand, Ftance and
.--

- .

!,,

.
'the t%S, to their former colonies such as Fiji, Tahiti and

American Samoa.
17 'In many instances one Pacific island must,_

,

., .

"learn" to become interested n another. Despite tha common

geographic and often economic actors, identification among

s Pacific islands is largely with a ma5or.power that once con- .

.
II

. .. trolled them_rather than with each other.-
. 1

4% ...14e.. /
47 ..0. Johnstone's goal of "complementinc. media," while seen

- .. f.....''
,

%....4.

...... . . ,..- .to some degree in the Coa Islands, has yet to appear with
'..47

,
hny force. 'The obtainirig of new via radio tor newgpaper

\.
I

e

9

44e.

.

joUrnalists. is, on its faegeran uncomplementary concept.

le

111

.

. 0

The usual concept of radio-as being pr.imarily a uni- .

.

:
directional medlum wit. h delayed, at best, f-edback might be .

a prompting factor for some journalists to tape record their

.

exchange presentation, and drop it off for the terMinal manager

to Olayduring the appointed time. The interactive potential

of the satelite exchange is a dimension that takes getting

used to. -

/ -
The format of the exchanges itself, while having thp

advantag? of commonality, might be a detracting factor to

the n6ws exchange process because of its implied rigidity

S.

*

o
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14:4 the purpose of designing strategies-Tor its expansion is the

question of shared neWs values and interest in news content

ardbng the participants.

While the focus of-development of the news exClrnge

e- experiment has been on designing a workable format, thpre

.has been no investigation into the variances of the basic

B.

i.

\

and'discouiagement of interchange.
0

. And underlying all of the neea/desirel.forwat/facility
\ .

considerations in reviewing the news exchahge experiment for

A

4

6.

a/

question "What is news?" among the Pacific island journalist-

participants. .

Althourth the exchange program itse. has continued on

a.fairly even ieel, t.E- participation insit by journasts

has declined, '.eading to speculatiOn that the island editors

and news directors feel there is little of "hews value" in

the exchOgds.

A Paradigm for Focus

a.

A paradigm for inyestigating the problem of participa-
V.

tion by journalists in the news exchange program was presented

to the group as a focal point of the study.

The paradigm works at three levels. Thesfirst raises

the.basic question of whether participants want regional

news and whether they find the PEACESAT exchange system a

workable medium and system of obtaining that news (over other

systems such as newspaper exchanges or conventional wire

seryAces).

1 3
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For participants that fall into the."1A" paradigm block of the

first level, there is no problem at this particular point al-

though diftatisfaction might emerge at later leels. Those

in "la" are obviously dissatisfied with the current news

exchange system via PEACESAT, and ideally that dissatisfaction

will show up for analysis at one of the remaining levels of

the paradigm.

Those participants in the "2B" block should not be

immediately written off. The possibility existi that they .

do want reg3.onal news because of dissatisfaction with the

systom itself. The medium, in this case, could be the

message - and a very negativq, one at that.

On the second level the question of value vs content

is explored. After filtering to the next level those who

-fall into the "lA"- block at this level, participants can be

. studipd for combinations of similar.value systems but low
Or

I.

interest in content (which might be remedied by format ex-

pansion at level 3) and those of dissimilar values but high

content rnterests. The latter are probably able to reconcile

the differences within their own systjm. For example,

agricultural news might not be highly valued by one island

editor but who still might express high interest in the

content as it relates to economic development (which might

be a high news value item for that editor).

Those participants who fall into the "2B" block

on the second level are doubtful candidates for continued

participation.

-13-



On the third level the change faccors are introduced.

Participants who have been filtered to this level through the

"lA" blocks of the first two levels, might:begin to express

dissatisfactions. The causes of. dissatisfaction expressed at

earlier levels by other participants might be found at this

level.

The format of the news exchange experiment might be in

need of rev;.sion and improvement. It As possible that the

facilities themselves might be in need of change or en-
.e

largement: the Introduction bf 'tele'type hard copy on an

interactive basis; the re$frAzzmcssion of a condensed,. edited

version written in newspaper style,.etc.

These would be-the directlons to explore if the bulk

of the partIcipants landed in blocks "2A" or "lB" at the

third level.

If most of.the participants landed in the "lA" block

after similar filtering at the first two levels, it would be

advigable to leave well enough alone. At this point revisions

in either format or facilities might discourage more con-

tinued participation that it would encciurage new participation.

If the greatest number of participants fell into the

"2B" block at this level, ap entirely new set of strategies

would have to be developed, such as restructuring the entire

program of system-wide news exchanges to sub-region to sub-

region exchanges among island groups sharing a common

cultural or political background.

Much of the first level 'of the paradigm has been implted

-14-
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by the history of the news exchange experiment. The desire

for regional news,has been established, and the PEACESAT ex-

change format has been generally accepted as the: most,ecor

nomical approach.

The main focus of the current wbrking group's study

is on the second level of the paradigmf surveying the variance

of newa values among the journalist-participants as welP1 as

their general interest levels in cIttain,news,contents.

Ir order to follow the underlying princip).es-of the

PEACESAT program, such a survey should be conducted through

a dialogue with participating journalists rather than

through a U.S. or New Zealand based study by questionnaire.

Naturally the dialogue should take place via the medium

of devolopment: a PEACESAT exchange.

A Pacific Journglists' Seminar

The working group has organized such a dialogue. In

order to avoid the appearance of "cultUral imperialism," the

Pacific Islands News Association has boen sogght out and

secured as a co Iponsor wtth the University of Hawaii.

To avoid the "information exchange vs news serviCe

competition" argument, the dialogue is being presented as

40
a journalism seminar entitled: "News Values in the Pacific:

Cross Cultural Perceptions of Professional Journalists."
CS

The varied roles of the press in the Pacific and the .

perceptions of news values will be discussed in a series

of three seminars (to begin April 23, 1979).

Part of the expressed purpose of the dialogues, as

It
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.noted in a circular sent to expected participants ist

Through a better understanding of Varied news
values and perceived needs for news, more
effective means for exchanging news might
emerge as well as means to achieve a Aore
appropriate flow of news within the Pacific
mul in and out of the Pacific.

A base-line for discussing that purpose will be the

performance to date of the news exchaage experiment, and how

the traditional news flow patterns remain as "agenda setters"

within island geoups for news about other island groups.

Out of a dip,4ogue on news values might come a list of

potential high-interest content items. Such a list could

be compared with a dontent analysis of previous news ex-

changes (currently being undertaken by a student member
\

of the working group)to see to whet degree such'expressed

high interest items have been'included....

Format experiMentation zould be conducted using such

a value/content index as wg11. Instead of' the current

format of one participant relaying all exchange items and

then releasing.the microphone for dialogue, the exchange

could move from participant to participant for each content

item so that journalists could relay their own item in a

content area and relate it to the items contributed by

other journalists in that same area.

The dialogue would be on-going with each item, rather

than with each set of items in the exchange. Even if a

journalist did not have an item to contribut in a particular

content area, he or she could contribute a omment.

-16-



Summaa
0

. The PtACESAT project 'has the mechanism for the facili-

tation of communication within the Pacific, and has p good
t

understanding of the island systems which comprise the

participants in the news exchange experiment.

But what has been lacking in the experiment La a

sysiematic study of the journalist-participants, the values .
1

they hold toward the nowi anf the content areas they feel

would have the highest reader or listener interest. -

Through the three level!paradigm, supplemented by a

content analysis of past exqhanges (and planned analyses

of future exchangAPP., the PBACESAT news exchange.experiment

working group hopes to ansvier the questions of valtle,

content and interest as a ,basis for designing innovations

to the basic exchange format.
1

A primary means of investigating these questions will

be.a series of roundtable dialogues yia PEACESAT among

Pacific island journalists. It is hoped that participation

in these dialogues will also *encourage increased participa-

tion by the journalists in the basic news exchanges.

-17-
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